


About Handbook

  Dear student!
Congratulate you! You have become 
a student of the top business University 

in Kazakhstan - Almaty Management 
University (AlmaU), that prepares a new 

generation of leaders and generate 
new knowledge for dynamic societies 
and the global innovation economy. 

AlmaU is committed to provide you 
with the best-quality education based 

on University’s unique mission, values, 
goals, entrepreneurial and corporate 

culture. Entering our University you 
began a ne stage of your academic 

and student life. “Feel cuts through 
the path it follows” (Viam supervadet 

vadens) and enjoy your stay at AlmaU.  
The aim of this Student Handbook is 

to assist your adaptation into new 
academic and cultural environment, 

and to provide you with necessary 
information that will facilitate this 

process. We hope, you will fi nd it very 
useful.

Once again, our warmest 
congratulations and welcome to 

AlmaU.
Best regards,

AlmaU Team.

This handbook is an offi cial publication 
of the Deanery of student affairs (and 

is supervised by Bachelor programs 
Department).
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President’s welcome

 Dear freshmen!
 It is a new stage in your life – you are entering the best 
business university in Kazakhstan. From this moment you are the 
students of Almaty Management University.  On behalf of the 
faculty and staff members of the University let me congratulate 
you on this significant event!
 You have successfully overcome the entrance tests, but it 
is just the beginning of the hard, but interesting way to the tops of 
education. Student life is full of worries, but still there is no any other 
such beautiful time as the time when you are a student. Highly 
qualified teachers, doctors, professors would teach you and give 
you the best knowledge. Here you will get the knowledge and skills 
that help you to become highly qualified professionals.
 Although the main priority of the students’ is to get 
knowledge there are many very exciting students’ events. The 
Student Brotherhood is based on students’ democratic self-
governance – Student Council, scientific student society “DIXI”, 
KVN, Debate Club, Sport Club and other initiatives.
 We are very proud that you have become the part the 
family of Almaty Management University! Let’s try to be helpful 
to our University together, enlarge our achievements, save and 
develop our traditions.
 Welcome to our team!
 President of AlmaU,
 Assylbek Kozhakhmetov, DBA
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President of AlmaU,
Assylbek Kozhakhmetov, DBA



Mission

“We prepare a new generation of leaders and create new knowledge 
for dynamically developing societies and global innovations economy”

Vision
Almaty Management University – entrepreneurial, social-responsible 
world-class university. 

Strategic directions
1. Development of educational programs 
2. Creation of new schools and development of exciting ones. 
3. To form and develop the entrepreneurial university. 
4. Science and research development.
5. Internationalization and global development. 
6. Progress of faculty and staff. 
7. Infrastructural Complex Development 
8.  University contribution to country development, civil society and 
growth of business in Almaty. 
9. Regional development and access new markets. 
10. Informatization. Creation and development of knowledge 
management system. Systemic process development.
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Key Values

1. Continuous development directed to regular 
change of all processes, resulting in University 
rising up on a new level. 

2. Responsibility awareness of the need to be 
responsible for the results of their work in front 
of the university and society, for the quality 
of education and the level of training of our 
graduates.
   
3. Leadership, leaders training, combining 
professionalism, creativity, ambition, the ability to 
lead people toward a common goal.

4. Honesty commitment to consistent and fair 
position towards themselves, customers, partners, 
colleagues, relying on strong moral principles 
and ethical standards.

5. Proactivity taking the initiative, foresight the 
needs of society, the creation of new trends and 
work ahead of the curve.

6. Partnership for the benefi t of society the 
implementation of the principle of «Win-Win-
Win», under which any mutually benefi cial 
cooperation of the two sides (Win-Win) should 
also be benefi cial for the third side – society 
(Win).

7. Synergy process, the collaboration within 
the University as well as with the partners and 
customers, resulting in effect more superior 
rather than the simple addition of individual 
components

Strategic goals 2020

TRIPLE CROWN
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1. AlmaU main building                              2. Sport complex

3. Football pitch                                           4. Student parking
    



Freshman check-list
- To pass “University Life and 
Academic Honesty” class
- September 1, the start of 
the classes
- Get the schedule 
- Become acquainted with 
Dean of “General Education 
Department”
- Become acquainted with 
Dean for Students Affairs 
- Become acquainted 
with the staff of Center for 
Academic Mobility
- Take books from the library
- Join any of Students 
Organization
- Pick the place of catering :)



Fall Semester Schedule

Spring Semester Schedule





Schools of AlmaU

General 
Education 

Department

-“Information Technologies and 
General Education”

-“Kazakh and Russian languages”
-“Foreign languages”

-English language Development 
Center

-Kazakh language Development 
Center 

Dean: Assylbek Rymbekovich 
Nurgabdeshev  

Tel: +7727 302 22 22 ext. 175 

School of 
Public Policy

-“Public Administration” 
-“Regional Studies” 
-“Public Relations” 

Dean: Gulmira Amanzholovna 
Kurganbayeva 

Tel: +7727 302-21-41 ext. 164

School of 
Law

-“Jurisprudence” 
-“International Law”

Dean: Zhannetta Gaisovna 
Kalisheva  

Tel: +7727 302 22 22 ext. 163

School of  
Economics and 

Services

-“Economics”
-“Evaluation”
-“Logistics”

-“Restaurant and Hospitality 
Management” 

Dean: Orynbasar Sholpankulova 
Tumenbayeva

Tel: +7727 302-22-22 ext. 147

School of  
Finance and 
Management

-“Marketing”
-“Finance” 

-“Accounting and Audit” 
-“Management” 

Dean : Kairzhan Sayasatovich 
Abdykhalykov

Tel: +7727 302-22-22 ext. 135
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Ethical Code

1.General provisions
This Code defines the universally 
recognized norms of student behavior 
and designed to generate and regulate 
the ethical behavior aimed to reach the 
mission ALMU (hereinafter University). 
Student Code is designed in accordance 
with the Constitution of RK, the Law of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan «On Education», and 
Organizational Procedures of educational 
process on credit education technology.  
Striving to form the system of genuinely 
democratic relations among the students, 
faculty and staff AlmaU students are adopting 
the present norms of the Code and undertake 
to follow them. Adopting these norms of 
the Code students must be in full solidarity 
that their violations drop their honor, dignity 
and rank as a student of the University.
The present Code is a voluntary 
agreement between the students of the 
University, determining the behavior of 
a student from the time of enrollment. 
2. The Code of Student Academic Honesty.
Education at the University is based on 
cooperation, partnership and mutual 
respect between students, faculty and staff.
Such cooperation is not possible 
without students’ respect of accepted 
rules of academic ethics which are as 
important as the learning process itself.
An honest and responsible attitude to studies 
is the best criterion for this requirement. An 
indicator of the quality of student academic 
performance are the final grades for courses 
that adequately reflect the student’s 
knowledge only in case of self-sufficiency of 
the work performed. Students who perceive 
themselves as responsible members of 
academic and student community of AlmaU 
and proud to belong to it, must follow the moral 
and ethical rules in one’s academic activities: 

2.1 Student is studying genuinely, do not miss 
classes without a valid excuse, and take 
part in educational and research activities;
2.2 Student uses all created conditions 
and opportunities to enhance one’s 
knowledge and to acquire practical 
skills in the chosen specialties;
2.3 Student does not cheat during 
certification and test passing 
2.4 Student does not ask for help to other 
students during certification and test 
passing to control of knowledge and 
skills  involving individual assignments;  
2.5 Student does not admit to cheat faculty 
and staff, does not use the falsified documents;
2.6 Student does not use the personal, family or 
business connections does not offer bribes to 
faculty and staff in order to get any privileges 
in studies comparing to other students;
2.7 Student does not violate 
discipline and distract other students 
from the educational process;
2.8 Student refrains from the use of 
extraneous and distracting items 
(communication, entertainment, etc.) 
during classes and lectures, university events;
2.9 Student is not allowed to be late 
for the class. Professor has the right not 
to let latecomers coming to the class. 
2.10 It is prohibited to talk loudly, listen 
to the music and run during the lectures. 
Also during the classes it is prohibited 
to use cell phones. Student behavior 
must comply with all standards of 
business ethics and culture of behavior;
2.11 AlmaU student rejects plagiarism – the 
use of thoughts, ideas, quotes of other people, 
without reference to the source, as well as the 
issuance of someone else’s work as his own.
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Moral and Ethical Principles of 
Student Behavior

The Code of Ethics defi nes the moral guidelines 
of behavior for students in the University, which 
are based on generally accepted standards 
of ethics, morality, respecting the faculty and 
staff members, state and society as a whole.
The Code aims to create the most comfortable 
conditions for study, a favorable psychological 
climate in the educational environment, the 
belongingness to values of the University.
The main goal of implementation of all the 
provisions of the Code is to strengthen the 
moral culture of the student community. 
Every single student of the University contributes 
to strengthening the image and reputation of 
the University by fulfi lling the norms of this Code.
Student should comply with this Code both 
inside and outside the University. In daily 
activities student is guided by the following 
moral and ethical principles of conduct:  
3.1 Humane attitudes towards other people. 
The student must be courteous and polite in 
communicating with other students, faculty, 
staff and top management of the University, 
to show delicacy, tact, patience, correctness, 
and respect towards all other people. In case 
of necessity provide them with a moral support. 
In case of diffi culties met in the learning process 
student has the right to ask for the help of any 
student versed in such issues. The student must 
act according to the laws of goodness and 
justice, because the actions turn into habits.  

3.2 To respect the rights honor and dignity of 
every individual. Student must respect the 
personality of other students, faculty and 
top management of the University, as well as 
their opinions and views. Student is obliged 
to comply with high level of corporate and 
common culture. The relations between 
students of the University are based on 
mutual respect, trust, cooperation, mutual 
understanding, following the principle of 
tolerance - respect of the customs and 
traditions of other nations, taking into account 
cultural and other features of different ethnic 
and social groups and religious confessions. 
The student is not allowed to show any form 
of humiliation of honor and dignity, physical 
and mental violence against the person, 
obscene and abusive talks at the university. 
3.3 Decency. It is not allowed publicly 
criticize professional and personal qualities 
of the other students, faculty and staff, as 
well as spreading of calumnies. The student 
must be preventative and tactful towards 
other students, informing them on matters 
related to their studies, the diffi culties and 
other problems that require solidarity. 
There should be trust in relations between 
students, faculty and staff members which is 
achieved by the great tact of the student. 
3.4. Honesty. Honest, free of coercion 
and conscientious attitude to one’s 
duties is a norm. Everywhere and always 
properly represent the University creating 
a positive image of it and remember 
that outside the university, each student 
is its authorized representative of it.  
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Moral and Ethical Principles of 
Student Behavior

3.7 Corporate style. Students should 
adhere to the business style of clothing, 
always look neat. It is prohibited to 
wear outerwear coats at the university. 
3.8 Unhealthy habits (healthy lifestyle). Smoking 
is allowed only in specially designated 
place. It is not allowed drinking alcohol and 
taking other intoxicants at the University.
3.9 University property. By their personal 
example students should demonstrate their 
respect to University property, observing 
cleanliness and order in all class rooms, as 
well as on its territory preventing vandalism.
Measures of disciplinary liability of a student for 
violating the Code. 

The student must know and follow the Code. 
Ignorance or disagreement with ethical 
standards is not an excuse of unethical 
behavior.
For non-compliance or systematic and 
fl agrant violations of the provisions of this 
Code student is liable to the administration 
of the University and student government 
who have the right to apply various forms 
of discipline and moral sanctions above 
violators. 
A student may be subject to disciplinary 
action as a:
- Dismissal. For fl agrant violations of the 
Ethical Code (material damage done to the 
University, harm the health of others, and 
etc.)
Dean for Students Affairs in cooperation 
with the President of the Student Council 
considers the situations on an individual 
basis, and proposes to the Vice-Rector for 
Academic Affairs.
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Developmental centers

Academic Mobility Center

Activities:
- Accepting applications for student competition to participate in academic mobility, 
programmes, exchange, double-degree, short-term (winter / summer school) with foreign 
AlmaU partner University;
- Consultation of students enrolled in the academic mobility programs in foreign partner 
universities;
- Implementation of ECTS credit transfer at the end of student studies on academic mobility 
programs;
- Keeping records and registration of foreign students of AlmaU;
- Coorganizing cultural activities for incoming students (introduction week, city tours, etc.) 
- Providing assistance consultations, visa and a accommodation support to foreign student of 
AlmaU;
Exchange program - a program that gives a student the opportunity to go for studies for one 
academic period (semester 1) to partner university of AlmaU.
Dual degree program - a program in which the student goes to the partner University for 
studies and subsequently graduating from it obtaining two diplomas, from AlmaU and partner 
University. 
Winter / Summer School - a program in which the student is leaving for studies in the winter or 
in the summer holiday period to partner university with transferring of points and credits in an 
academic transcript of AlmaU. 

AlmaU Partner Universities
IESEG School of Management - France
Management Center Innsbruck- Austria

ISM University of Management and Economics - Lithuania 
Geneva Business School - Switzerland 

Corvinus University of Budapest - Hungary
Riga International School of economics and BA – Latvia
Solbridge International School of Business – South Korea 
Nagoya University of Commerce and Business – Japan 

Taylor’s University – Malaysia 
Singapore Management University – Singapore 

Kadir Has University – Turkey
St. Cloud State University – USA

University of Coventry – United Kingdom 
Groupe ESC Troyes – France

Karel de Grote University College – Belgium
University of New York in Prague – Czech Republic

American University of Central Asia – Kyrgyz Republic 
and others
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Office of the registrar
Activities:
- student registration and recording of student personnel information in database;
- registration and issuance of student cards, record books and all kinds of certificates;
- completion and issuing of individual study plans, transcripts;
- registration for the academic disciplines by the component of choice (elective disciplines), re-examinations and 
disciplines of the summer semester; 
- registration for Summer Semester 
- providing information on the students’ academic performance through the personal account on the student 
electronic portal;
- informing students about academic performance on the results of mid-term exams and the semester;
- providing relevant information on the academic processes at the request of students and their parents;
- calculation of the academic rating (passing grade) on the basis of the student’s regular courses;
- submission of applications for transfer, reinstatement and withdrawal from the course. 
Every student should know: on all issues regarding the academic performance, information on the educational 
process, the results at the end of the semester and the level of GPA, personal documentation submitted for the 
period of admission and reports on transfer, expulsion, and payment of tuition fees should be addressed to the 
Office of Registrar, office 111.
Office hours:
For full time students 9.00-18.00
For part time students: 14.00-22.00
Saturday: 9.00-14.00
Sunday – day off

Technical break: Tuesday 15.00-16.30, Thursday 10.00-11.30 

Entrepreneurship and innovations 
development center

Strategy:
Formation of the idea for business project - assistance in the organization - search of investors – enter the market. 
We are cooperating with foreign companies such as StarTAU Tel Aviv
and Skolkovo Russia. On the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan our main partner is the National Chamber of 
Entrepreneurs «Atameken». 
Our achievements:
- Participation in the VI National Business Economic Forum «Expert-200-Kazakhstan»
- The successful conduct of the Kazakhstan phase of StartUp Tour Skolkovo Russia in our university
- Business game «Iron Entrepreneur»
- The organization of the conference «Mentoring for young entrepreneurs» with participants from European 
countries
- “Republican round table «with the participation of Vice-Minister of Education of Republic of Kazakhstan 
Entrepreneurship and innovations development center is supervising the activities of Enactus team of AlmaU
- Bronze winners of national competitions Enactus Kazakhstan National EXPO 2017
- Observer members of Enactus World Cup Beijing, 2014 
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Deanery of student affairs 

The main function of the Dean office is student development through various types of student activities.
Dean- the person responsible for students development (chief mentor, ideological inspirer and a psychologist). 
Dean has the right to involve the students in the community service activities, supervises student organizations, 
controls and prevents serious violations of discipline.
Coordinators – students, who help the Dean and Deputy Dean to implement working process and supervise 
student organizations and activities and directly responsible for organizational issues and discipline. 
Student Council – created by the student initiative for addressing issues of student life, the development of 
communication with the city, national and international organizations, as well as the conduct and supervision all 
student activities of the university.
Altyn Tamga – annual students’ competition, awarding students for great achievements in studying and student life 
participation, the winners of which get the 15 %-50 % discounts for their studies. 

Career Planning Center

Career Planning and Alumni relations center is assisting students and alumni to plan and develop their careers, as 
well as to establish and maintain communications with the University graduates and between each other. 
Activities:
- Organizing and conducting special training courses, workshops and master classes for students and alumni on 
building a successful career;
- Training and assistance in the preparation of CV, cover letters and letters of gratitude;
- Work with students of the University on informing, professional orientation and career planning;
- Assistance to students and alumni of the University in the implementation of their career plans;
- Conducting research on the alumni employment and their career development;
- Monitoring of the labor market;
- Organization of activities to provide additional employment for students;
- Assistance to students on searching the places for their professional practice;
- Assistance to alumni and students on changing their employer and professional reorientation
- Organization and conducting of activities aimed to employ the students and alumni.
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Student’s Clubs

KVN at our University has always been at a high level due to the hard work 
and system of succession. KVN team of Almaty Management University is one 
of the leaders in Kazakhstan, winners of different competitions, championships 
and festivals. KVN Team is trying to extend the life of the people by the smiles 
and laughter.
Mission: The development of KVN potential among students of the University. 
Events:  KVN Championship of AlmaU, participation in national and 
international leagues of KVN. 
Supervisor: Ahmad Abdul Hussein Sizhad, 4 year student, «Regional studies»
Contacts: +7 707 891 60 45 

Debate Club organizes discussion forums, preparation and training, including 
the collection, processing and use of information, public speaking skills and 
the ability to defend one’s point of view.
Mission: the creation of discussion forums for students and young people to 
discuss urgent and current topics 
Events: Organization of debate tournaments and participate in competitions 
on international, national and city levels. 
Supervisor: Bolat Bolatbekov, 2 year student «Jurisprudence»
Contacts: +7 747 5000813

“DOS” - It is not only a club of volunteers, but - its family, friends and great 
company! The main goal of the club is help to the vulnerable segments of 
society through various educational programs, weekly visits to orphanages 
and special institutions. 
Mission: development of charity within the walls of Almaty Management 
University; charity education among students;  
Events: Organization of charitable and social activities to help the indigent 
people.
Supervisor: Fatima Amangaliyeva, 4 year student. “Accounting and Audit”

“MassOn Family” – student organization, which organizes events on different 
levels and covers all the news taking place in the AlmaU.
Mission: Create conditions conducive to self-realization of students and 
development of organizational skills. Creating a friendly, «family» atmosphere 
between students and faculty.
Events: Organization and coordination of student activities of different goals 
and at different levels.
Supervisor: Leilya Sultanova 3 year student “Finance”. 
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Student’s Clubs

Gold Rush Business Club
Students’ intellectual and educational club which has an aim to provide a 
basic knowledge for creating of personal startup. 
Mission: Create conditions conducive to self-realization of students in the 
sphere of business, gaining experience through practical work and theoretical 
lectures. 
Events: Organization of trainings, intellectual games, and also acquaintance 
and collaboration with leading business experts.
Supervisor: Dinara Nuriyeva, 2 year student “Finance”

Enactus
The community of students, faculty and business leaders, united by the idea of 
using entrepreneurship force for life and make positive changes in the global 
order. 
Mission: «We encourage the development of society, and students to realize 
themselves»
Events: National forums, National competitions (Kazakhstan National Expo 
2014), World Cup, Conference-round table Enactus in AlmaU. 
Supervisor: Erzhigit Nabiyev 3 year student “Economics”
Contacts: +7 775 955 78 88

Mafia AlmaU
Club organizes games on various Mafia rules, which take place 1 time a week. 
Also, the club holds tournaments inviting other universities. 
Mission: The integration of students through collaborative games as well as the 
development of skills of logical, strategic and mathematical thinking.
Events: Organizations of games for all current and prospective students of 
AlmaU, as well as for students of other universities.
Supervisor: Dameli Kurymbayeva 2 year student “Management”
Contacts: +7 747 111 33 55

Sport Life 
Student Club creates conditions for the students’ sports skills development. 
Mission: AlmaU is for healthy lifestyle
Events: Organization of sport activities. 
Supervisor: Daulet Saktaganov 2 year student “Restaurant and Hospitality 
Management” 
Contacts: +7 771 842 82 73
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Student’s Clubs

H&M 
H&M was created to motivate and inspire students of our university. 
Mission: Spiritual revival and individual enlightenment. 
Events: Various activities that are directed on development of strong 
personalities among students.
Supervisor: Sultan Aigarayev 3 year student «Jurisprudence»
Contacts: +7 778 199 5555

Agitka Production
Organization of the management of different projects and activities, we carry 
out activities to promote Leadership! 
Mission: We connect the interests of all students, strengthening the 
communication and the relationship between them! We create comfortable 
conditions and entertaining events to raise the spirit of solidarity among AlmaU 
students!
Events: Organization of student activities at different levels. 
Supervisor: Khazret Omirov 3 year student “Economics”
Contacts: +7 705 734 95 19

Original Marketing Group - an organization is designed to identify student 
professional qualities.
Mission: Create conditions conducive to self-realization of students in the 
sphere of marketing. 
Events: Organization of different events and activities. 
Supervisor: Bahytzhan Omirserikov 3 year student “Marketin”
Contacts: +7 702 317 47 97

TARLANS 
This is a platform for young people. It promotes training and development of 
leadership potential and providing a positive impact on the community. 
Mission: Consolidation and development of personal and professional qualities 
forming the future intellectual, political and business elite of Kazakhstan.
Events: Organizing and conducting of student activities
Supervisor: Azamat Kadyrbek 3 year student “Finance”
Contacts: +7 700 381 37 66
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Student’s Clubs

DIXI Student Community
The development of intellectual potential and entrepreneurial abilities among 
the students. Organization of informative and entertaining activities.
Mission: To increase the level of general education of our students, enhance 
the professional competence of the future experts, stimulate student interest 
to knowledge. 
Events: Various activities for intellectual potential development.
Supervisor: Eduard Antonenko 2 year student “Restaurant and Hospitality 
Management” 
Contacts: + 7 701 767 25 01 

Illuminate
The club is focused on the establishment of friendly relations between people 
of different nationalities and enculturation of all students.
Mission: Providing conditions for the harmonization of interethnic relations in 
Almaty Management University.
Events: Organizing and conducting student activities, designed for the 
development of the languages and culture of the peoples of Kazakhstan.
Supervisor: Volmir Pak 2 year student “PR” 

Scream and Shout 
Club is engaged in media portal work and information blog: Video Channel, 
talk shows, blogging, radio shows, interviews and reports.
Mission: Gather together all the talented and creative individuals.
Events: Organization and participation in various activities
Supervisor: Zamira Mustafina 2 year student “PR”
Contacts: +7 702 644 63 00

AlmaU Family
Club AlmaU Family focused on the establishment of friendly relations between 
students and the communion of all students to a healthy lifestyle!
Mission: Uniting all students of AlmaU into one family and implementing 
projects at a city level. 
Events: Organizing and conducting of student activities to promoting a 
healthy lifestyle, organizing outings integrating all students in one student 
family!
Supervisor: Ernar Serim 3 year student “Finance”
Contacts: +7 778 605 52 62
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Student’s Clubs

Phoenix
The Club is aimed to develop intellectual and entrepreneurial skills; to identify 
leadership qualities, as well as the ability to work in a team, to express oneself 
talents.
Mission: Provide the students of «Almaty Management University» all 
opportunities for realization of the project, to develop oneself as a leader.
Events: The organization and conducting different status events, charity, team 
games involving physical and logical abilities.
Supervisor: Dameli Kurymbayeva 2 year student “Management’
Contacts: +7 747 111 33 50 

REMUS
It is a platform for young people to explore and develop their leadership 
potential to provide a positive impact on the community.
Mission: Consolidation of young people and development their personal and 
professional qualities forming the future intellectual, political and business elite 
of Kazakhstan.
Events: Organizing and conducting of student activities.
Supervisor: Amir Aimurzin 2 year student “Marketing”
Contacts: +7 777 388 21 19
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Stay in touch 
with your 

favorite student 
organizations!

Students Clubs in 
Social Networks 



Students’ achievements



Students’ achievements

Creative direction:
Festival of student musicals «Nauryz Jam 2015»
- Diploma «The most original musical»
KVN tournament «Cup of Akim of Almaty» - I place
KVN tournament Cup «Turan» - I place
KVN tournament Cup «KIMEP» - I place
Ice show «Stars on Ice» Nominations:
- «The most soulful performance»
- «The most artistic couple»
- «KASD Choice»
¼ of the National League of KVN - II place
The semi-fi nal of the National League of KVN Kazakhstan - II place
Semi-Final Central Asian League of KVN - III place
Final Central Asian League of KVN - I place
KiViN Annual Festival in Sochi - Nomination “increased rating”  
Science direction:
Skolkovo Startup Tour - I place
City Debate Tournament Newcomers Cup «First blood» - I place
City Debate Tournament Cup «Tournament generations»
- Nomination «The most coveted newcomer»
Republic Student Festival «Tiregi Sender Elimnin «our team,» Sharks of Marketing»
- III place
Republic contest of innovative projects KazInno from the company «Chevron» - I 
place
Kazakhstan Cup on business cases Challenge Cup Almaty 2015 - I place
Intellectual logistic game among universities of Kazakhstan KAZLOGISTICS - I 
place
The television project «Intellectual Olympics» - II place
Republican Conference of Young Scientists «Zhas Turan 2015» - II place 
International Debate Tournament «Cup of 4 Capitals» - Organizers
International Debate Tournament «Cup of Almaty» - Organizers
International Championship on business cases Danone Choice Award - I place
International Olympiad «IV International Student Olympiad - Practical Marketing 
and Logistics 2015» - I place
Sport direction:
City Table Tennis Tournament - I place
National competition Enactus Kazakhstan EXPO 2015 - III place
International Marathon «Run the Silk Road» Bishkek
3 students run a distance - 10km
2 students run a distance - 42.195 km

 - II place

- Nomination “increased rating”  
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AlmaU Sport complex

The total area of the sports complex  
1024 sq. m

Indoor sports gym  
720 sq. m

Outdoor sports field  
800 sq. m

Wrestling Gym  
100 sq. m

Gym  
100 sq. m

Fitness Gym  
100 sq. m

Sport section of AlmaU

SAMBO
KARATE

BASKETBALL
FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL
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Library

Library of Almaty Management University is one of the basic units of the university, providing high-
quality information support of the educational process and scientifi c research. There are created 
effi cient conditions for students to get information in any sources. All library users have possibility to 
work: 
- With electronic catalogues 
- Library electronic funds
- With licensed data bases 
- Journals and magazines, hosted by publishers 
The total library fund, including publications in traditional and electronic sources is more than 300 
000 copies, including curriculum literature, science and fi ction literature, periodicals, documents on 
electronic sources, the articles of the faculty. Readers have the opportunity to apply a quick search 
through the fi elds like «author», «title», «year», «keyword», «subject» etc. The library fund is formed in 
accordance with all directions of the education in the Kazakh, Russian, English, French, Chinese, 
Spanish languages. The reading rooms are provided by the best scientifi c literature on contemporary 
issues in economics, history, political science, philosophy, culture and art, linguistics, etc. 
The procedure for using library materials
Books are given to students for one semester.
Upon the request of instructor, the basic teaching materials can be given to each student for the 
entire academic year or semester, depending on the duration of the course. At the end of the 
course the student is obliged to return the books to the library.
All relevant information is available on the Web site of the library: http://lib.almau.edu.kz

Working hours:
Subscription:
Monday - Friday: 9.00 – 18.00
Saturday: 9.00 - 14.00
Reading room:
Monday - Friday: 9.00 - 20.30 
Saturday:  9.00 - 14.00 
During the student break:  9:00 -18:00
Saturday, Sunday - days off.

During public holidays library is closed. 
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Catering



Canteen

CANTEEN 
Dining room for 200 

people
Salad 

First course 
Second course

Beverages

CAFÉ AlmaU

CAFÉ 
Delicious pastries

Refreshing coffee drinks
Friendly service

Fresh juices
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AlmaU Bus Schedule





Road 1 





“If you’re offered a seat on a 
rocket ship, don’t ask what 

seat! Just get on.”



ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
2015 - 2016

FALL SEMESTER

August 24 – Meeting with freshmen, the Day of Knowledge
August 24-28 – Orientation week 

September 1- December, 12 - Theoretical studies 
September 24 - The first day of Kurban Ait (public holiday)

October 12-17 – Mid Term 1
December 1 - the Day of the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

(public holiday)
December, 7-12 Mid Term 2

December 16-17 Independence Day (public holiday)
December 14- January 2 – Winter examination session for the first and 

second year students 
January 1-2 New Year (public holiday)

January 4-16 – Winter break period for the first and second year students

SPRING SEMESTER

January 18 - April 30 - Theoretical studies 
January 5 - February 6 - Orientation week for elective classes 

February 8 -13 - Registration for elective classes 
February 29 - March 5 - Mid Term 1 

March 8 - International Women’s Day 
March 21 - 23 - Nauryz Holidays 

April 25 -28 - Reimbursement for classes of 8, 21, 22, 23 
May 1 - Day of Unity of Peoples 

May 2 - 7- Mid term 2 
May 7 - 9 - Defender of the Fatherland Day 

May 10 - 28 -Examination session 
May 23 - 28 - Registration for summer semester 

June 6 - July 16 - Summer semester 
May 30 - August 27 - Summer break
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Useful contacts 

Dean for Student Affairs
Dina Muratovna Baimukhanova

3022222 ext. 172
d.baimukhanova@almeu.edu.kz

General Education Department 
Dean Assylbek Rymbekovich 

Nurgabdeshev
+7 727 302 22 40 est. 175

a.nurgabdeshov@almau.edu.kz

Center for Academic Mobility
Director

Aigul Serikovna Syuindikova 
+7 727 302 22 22 ext. 136 or 207

s.aigul@almau.edu.kz

Center for Academic Mobility
Incoming students advisor

Malgorzata Woch
+7 727 302 22 22 ext. 136 or 207

Malgorzata.woch@almau.edu.kz

Center for Academic Mobility
Zhuldyz Bedelbay

Visa support
+7 727 302 22 22 ext. 136 or 207

Zh.bedelbay@almau.edu.kz

Center for Academic Mobility
Nazym Mukasheva
Administrative and 

accommodation support
+7 727 302 22 22 ext. 136 or 207
n.mukasheva@almau.edu.kz

Center for Academic Mobility
Summer Schools coordinator

Gaidar Uteshev
+7 727 302 22 22 ext. 136 or 207

Deputy Dean for Student Affairs
(Incoming students advisor)

Dinara Abdullina
+7 727 302 22 22 ext. 172

d.mametzhanova@almau.edu.kz
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Useful contacts 

Offi ce of registrar 
Full time students Specialist

Anel Amangazyevna Mussanova
+7 727 302 22 52 ext. 159

Career Planning Center 
Director 

Raushan Dzhapayeva 
Konysbekovna

+7 727 302 22 19 ext. 158

Entrepreneurship and Innovations 
Center 
Director 

Kseniya Sergeevna Yuzhaninova 
+7 727 302 22 71 ext. 198

Library
Director 

Gulzhan Amantayevna 
Tleubayeva 

+7 727 302 22 60 ext. 196

Medical Center 
Physician

Gulnar Tanirbergenovna 
Akhmetzhanova

+7 727 302 22 17 ext. 154

Sport Club
Director 

Baurzhan Berkembayevich 
Tleubayev 

+7 727 302 22 22 ext. 167

Security service
Adilzhan Ismailovich Azizov 

+7 778 1302520

Emergency contacts
101 – Fire 

102 – Police
103 - Ambulance
104 – Gas leaks 
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Appendix

Grade Scores Traditional System Score

A 
A- 
B+ 
B 
B- 
C+ 
C 
C- 
D+ 
D 
F

95-100 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
50-54 
0-49

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

Passing GPA
2 year – 2.00
3 year – 2.12 
4 year – 2.32
To pass for the next year of studying student should have GPA: the 
second year – not less than 2.0 (C) the third-not less than 2.12 (C-), on the 
fourth - not less than 2.32 (C).
For students on the basis of secondary professional education (college) 
with class duration of 3 years, the passing score (GPA) for the second 
year should be not less than 2.12 (C), the third year is not less than 2.32 
(C).

Types of control Rating 1    Rating 2

Current control (CC)
Mid-term control (MTC)
Calculation Rating (CR)
Admission Rating (AR) 
Final exam (FE)
Final Grade (FG)

Max 100 Max 100
Max 100 Max 100
         (CC + MTC)/2
        (Rat.1+Rat.2)/2 
           Max 100
     FG= AR*0.6 + FE*0.4

Not less than 50 points 

Not less than 60 points
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Appendix

ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGAL ASPECTS

VISAS AND IMMIGRATION OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE

 Foreign students coming to study for one or two semesters at Almaty Management 
University are obliged to obtain a Student Visa: 
The study (student) visa is issued to foreign nationals who fit into the following groups:
• students who are willing to study at secondary and/or  higher educational institutions of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan;
• students who are willing to undergo practical training and/or internships at the Republic of 
Kazakhstan;
• students who are originally Kazakh ethnicity  (in the presence of documents confirming their 
nationality), temporarily arrived in the Republic of Kazakhstan and enrolled in educational institutions 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan;

Visas for study are issued for single, double, triple and multiple entries.
The validity of the student visa:
- Single, double, triple - up to 90 days
- Multiple - up to 1 year 

 Documents usually required in order to obtain Students visa by Kazakh Embassies around 
the word are as followed (please verify those general requirements by contacting Kazakh Embassy in 
your home country): 
- Valid passport. Your passport must be valid for at least 6 months longer than the validity of the 
requested visa and should have at least one blank page for a visa.
- Visa Application. A separate visa application form must be completed for each person. All fields 
must be completed, otherwise your application may be refused.
- Photo. One passport size (3,5 x 4,5 cm) photo of the applicant, which should be stapled to the 
marked space in the upper right hand corner of the application form. 
- Letter of Request. A letter with a request to issue a visa addressed to the Consular Section of 
the Embassy of Kazakhstan. Please, indicate your name, the purpose of your trip, your contact in 
Kazakhstan, the dates of your planned trip, and places where you will stay. 
- Letter from university/college/school. Please provide a letter confirming your enrollment.
- Consular fee (payment confirmation). Visa fees may vary by visa type and validation. 
  Almaty Management University supports international students in obtaining Student Visas by 
providing them with invitation letters and registration number of the Department of Consular Service 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Almaty. 
 In order to obtain a registration number, Exchange Student must provide AlmaU with the 
following documents:
- Student’s passport copy;
- Copy of the Kazakh visa (only, if you have previously visited Kazakhstan);
- A scan of signed contract between the student and Almaty Management University;
- Bank statement on the availability of funds on the account (minimum $ 3,000);
- Medical insurance;
 Only, in case of short stay (summer school, short-term trainings, etc.) the citizens of 48 
countries have the right to enter the territory of Kazakhstan without visas. You can check whether 
you are a citizen of one of these countries on the official website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan. To verify the list of the states, whose citizens are not required to get visa 
support and provide invitation letters for obtaining single entry A1, A2, B1, B2, D1 and G1 visas, as 
well as single and double entry F1 visas, please follow: http://www.mfa.kz/index.php/en/consular-
issues12/for-foreign-nationals/wishing-to-visit-kazakhstan/16-materials-english/1449-the-list-of-the-
states-whose-citizens-are-not-required-to-get-visa-support
For additional information, please contact: Zhuldyz Bedelbay (zh.bedelbay@almau.edu.kz)
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Appendix

STUDENT ADMINISTRATION AND ASSISTANCE

 Prior to your arrival, you are advice to:
- apply for Student Visa at the nearest Kazakh Consulate. Once you obtain it, please a send o copy 
of it to Incoming Student Administrative Coordinator: Nazym Mukasheva, n.mukasheva@almau.edu.
kz;
- send the other required documents to Incoming Student Administrative Coordinator, Nazym 
Mukasheva, n.mukasheva@almau.edu.kz: fi lled in application form (it should be provided by your 
home university); copy of your passport; transcript of records; and scan of your photo (3×4cm);
- inform us about the exact date, time of your arrival, and your fl ight number. We will meet you at the 
airport and transfer to your accommodation place;
- get information about available accommodation offers. 

 After your arrival, you are obliged to apply and obtain:
1) Offi cial registration at the Migration Police Offi ce
Submit your migration card, passport, medial check results (X-ray and HIV/AIDS test), and 2 photos 
(3×4cm) to The Center for Academic Mobility Room 107, responsible person: Zhyldyz Beldebay). A 
member of our team will assist you in making the offi cial registration of your stay in Kazakhstan at The 
Migration Police.
Also, we will assist you in obtaining above mentioned medical checks. 

2) University Student card, used as/to:
- University accreditation: the card identifi es the student as students from Almaty Management 
University
- Access card to the building of Alma University
- Borrow books from the library
- Obtain student discount/special offers in different places, e.g. entrance tickets to various leisure 
enters, commercial centers, shops, transportation, etc.

 To obtain University Student card, after your arrival, you are obliged to deliver to The Centre 
of Academic Mobility following documents: 
- one photo 3×4 cm
- written statement 
AlmaU delivers Student Card free of charge. In case of lost, to reissue the card you will have to pay 
3000 KZT.
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Appendix

LANGUAGE COURSES
RUSSIAN, KAZAKH or ENGLISH COURSES

AlmaU Language Center offers foreign students who have come to the Almaty Managementy 
University within the framework of exchange and other bilateral agreements the chance to attend 
Russian, Kazakh or English (IELTS) courses during each of the two semesters in order to improve their 
command of those languages. At the beginning of each semester students are given information on 
timetables and prices of courses (if required).

COST OF LIVING
The following estimates have been made taking the academic year 2015-16 as a point of reference. 
Hence, the following information should be used as a guideline.

Monthly Budget:
Accommodation + utilities ...............................+/- 300 € - prices may differ signifi cantly depending on 
the type of chosen accommodation: private fl ats shared with other students, staying with a family, 
etc.
Maintenance costs ................................................. 200-300 €
Transport ................................................................... 20-40 €
Extra expenses ......................................................... 50-100 €

Other examples:
1 loaf of bread ......................................................... 0.3 €
1 litre of milk ......................................................... 1.00 €
1.5 litre of mineral water ....................................... 0.30 €
1 coffee at AlmaU………....................................... 2.00 €
1 fresh juice at AlmaU.............................................2.00 €
1 haircut................................................................ 10.00 €
1 newspaper ....................................................... ... 1.50 €
1 book .................................................................... 9.00 €
1 cinema ticket........................................................ 6.00 €
1 photocopy ............................................................ 0.05 €
1 city bus ticket ...................................................... 0.30 €
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FOR NOTES




